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A b s tra c t  . CojjepjKaHHe . S tre szczen ie

A process concept is introduced similar to that of Staples 
and Nguyen (1983), but more general. Processes are represented 
by the sets of scenarios they are able to realize. They otMrasuni- 
cate via shared places. A partial order of processes and sane 
operations of combining processes similar to those of Milner 
(1980) are defined. The partially ordered set of processes is 
a complete lattice. The operations preserve least upper bounds.

Anre6pa npoueccoB

B cTaxbH npeftnaraeTCH MaTeMaTH^ecKan MOflejib (ipoaeocos 
y n p a B j in e M H x  n o r o K O M  » a H H b ix .  T a K  K a K  b  n o n o 6 n o S  M c u ie jm  C t w M in e c a  

h  H r y e n a  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ,  n p o u e c c u  n p e a c T a B J iH W T C H  K a K  c o s o i y n a o c i a i  « x

B03M03KHLIX 'iaCTHMHbtX MCTOpMfi , a TO'iHee ClteHapHB peaJIH3jeMMX TdKHHH 

HCTOPHHMH. npH 3TOM HcnOJIbSOBaHbl 60Jiee 0 6mee nOHHTHe KCrOpHH H 

Sojiee o6time MexaHHSMU cooómeHHH npouecca c  OKpyxanuteft cp eao fi 

(flocxyn  K o6iqhm MeciaM xpaHehhh naHHtix b MecTO KaaajioB n ep e fla w  

nanHux).

Bbohhtch HacTH'iHHii nopaaoK npoueccoB h onepamtfi na rapoueccax 
noHoóHue paccMaTpHBae.MhJM MhjibnepoM (1980). QoKasaHO, vro '«»cnpi- 
ho ynopano»ieHHoe mho*6ctbo npoueccoB HB/ineTCH no/in oh peneTKOdk 
h hto BBeaeHHue onepauHK HenpepuBHbie b tom CMUC/Ie, «no ohm oo*- 
paHHxiT BepxHHe r p a H H .

Algebra procesów

W pracy zaproponowano model matematyczny dla procesów typu 
przepływ danych (data flow). Podobnie jak w modelu Staplesa i 
Nguyena (1983), procesy są reprezentowane przez zbiory icła jnct*li- 
wych historii częściowych, a ściślej scenariuszy realizowanych 
przez takie historie. Pojęcie historii jest jednak ogólniejsze. 
Inne są też mechanizmy komunikacji (miejsca dzielone prze* 
procesy zamiast kanałów). Wprowadzono częściowy porządek 
procesów i operacje na procesach podobne do rozważanych 
przez Milnera (1980). Wykazano, że częściowo uporządkowany 
zbiór procesów jest kratą zupełną a operacje są ciągłe w 
tym sensie, że zachowują kresy górne.



1. INTRODUCTION

Since a number of years.a considerable effort has been de
voted to studying distributed processes. Among the first there 
was the paper by Petri [8] following some ideas of relativity 
theory. Recently there has been a growing interest in finding out 
operations of combining processes and in developing useful algeb
ras (cf. Kahn [4], Milner [7], Winskel [12], Staples and Nguyen 
[9], Mazurkiewicz [6]).

One tendency (as in [4] and [9]), the data flow approach, 
is based,on rather restrictive assumptions on communication.
First works (cf. [4]) required determinism of processes and com-r ♦*" 'munication. Recent ones (cf. [9], and Brock and Ackerman [1]) 
consider- indeterministic processes, but still deterministic com
munication. On the other hand, important features of the data 
flow approach are: the modularity of process specification, and 
that concurrency is clearly reflected.

Another tendency (as in [7], [12], and [6]) is to consider 
operations of combining processes with indeterminism both of pro» 
cesses and communication involved. Some of the works (as [7]) do 
not consider explicit means for expressing concurrency, some 
others (as [12] and [€]) do, but not in such a direct manner as 
in the data flow approach, or only to some extent. The latter 
works have their origin in Petri nets (see Genrich, Lautenbach, 
and Thiagarajan [2], for the concept).

In this paper an attempt is presented of developing concepts 
of processes and operations on processes so that the existing 
approaches could be covered, but their shortcomings avoided.

The process concept is similar to that in [9], but more ge
neral. A.process is represented by the set of scenarios it can 
realize. Following the ideas of [8], the scenarios are defined 
in terms of messages, places where messages can exist, events, 
and the causal order of messages and events (such scenarios are 
similar to structures considered in [10], [5], and [11]). Process 
ses communicate by passing messages via places which can be sharei
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Processes can be combined as in [7], but the only communi
cation is by sharing places. Since processes are concrete mathe
matical objects and the operations of combining them are concrete 
operations, an algebra of processes is developed such that proper
ties of operations can be derived directly from definitions and 
do not need to be assumed as axioms. For example, there exists 
the least upper bound of a set of processes with respect to a 
natural order, and it has properties of indeterministic sum.

The paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 the intuition of a process is given and forma

lized. In section 3 some operations on processes are illustrated 
and defined and fundamental properties of such operations are 
stated. Section 4 contains some comments on the approach, its 
applications, and relation to other works.

2. PROCESSES

The process concept in this paper is a combination of the 
concept of data flow as in with the idea of shared places of 
Petri- nets.

A process is regarded as a potential consumption and produc
tion of data. The data are assumed to reside in some places of 
infinite capacity in the form of messages with some contents.
There are input data the process takes up from its environment 
in input places, local data which are produced and available only 
within the process in some unspecified local places represented 
by the question mark (?) which is not a place, and output data 
the process delivers to its environment in output places. The in
put and local data are consumed and transformed into new local 
aata and output data. Since the input and output places are shared 
by the process and its environment, not all the data appearing in 
input places are necessarily consumed. Some of them may be con
sumed by other processes running in the environment. Such data 
are not included into the process under consideration.

Example 1. Think of a process of enqueueing received symbols and 
emitting them when needed in the order of enqueueing. Suppose 
that the process declares its readiness to accept a symbol by a 
message 1 in output place A. Suppose that each successive symbol 
to be enqueued is announced by a message 0 in the same place (re
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garded as input place) and delivered as a message' in input place 
b. Suppose that the environment of the process requires a symbol 
from the process by a message 1 in input place C. Suppose that 
the first symbol of the queue, if any, is removed from the queue, 
announced by a message 0 in C (regarded,as output place), and de
livered to the environment as a message in output place D. Final
ly, suppose that the queue in its current state is represented as 
a single message residing in-a loc.al place, and that the initial 
queue is created according to a message delivered to the process 
in input place E.

This process has one unspecified local place, input places 
A, B, C, E, and output places A, C, D. We denote it CHANNEL and 
represent graphically as in fig. 1.

Note that with this process there may interfere other pro
cesses running in the environment. For instance, in the environ
ment there may be another copy of CHANNEL with the same input and 
output places as shown in fig. 2, and with its own local place.
In such case the symbols appearing in place B may be taken up, 
enqueued, and next delivered to place D by any of the two proces
ses. Which process takes up a particular symbol is indeterminis- 
tic. □

i

Fig. 1

The considered processes are assumed to develop in indivi
sible (and possibly concurrent) steps, called events, each event 
transforming some messages into some other messages.

How a process under observation will actually develop de
pends on what messages will be accessible in input and local 
places and which of the messages that are accessible will be ta
ken up by the process. This property holds true at every stage



the environment

Fig. 2

of process development. What has happened up to a certain stage 
of process development is represented as a partial history of 
the process. Such a representation specifies the events which 
have occurred and the messages which have been consumed and 
produced in each of the events.
Example 2. Consider the process in example 1 and its partial 
history which consists of the following three consecutive events 
the event of initiating the process with the empty queue, the 
event of enqueueing one received symbol, and the event of eait- 
ting the symbol to the environment. This history can be repre
sented by the bipartite graph in fig. 3. The graph has nodes of 
two types: circles representing messages and bars representing 
events. That a message is consumed in an event is represented by 
an edge from the corresponding circle to the corresponding bar. 
That a message is produced in an event is represented by an edge 
from the corresponding bar to the corresponding circle. Each 
circle is labelled by a pair indicating the content and the 
position of the represented message. That the position of a mes
sage is unspecified (as in case of local places) is represented 
by the question mark (?). Each message is produced in at most 
one event and consumed in at most one event or, equivalently, 
each circle has at most one incoming edge and at most one out
going edge. Only messages which are consumed or produced by the
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Fig. 3

process are considered or, equivalently, there is no isolat«»*^ 
circle. Each message which is consumed but not produced within 
the process must reside in an input place or, equivalently, each 
initial circle (i.e., one without incoming edge) must be labelled 
such that the indicated position is an input place. On the other 
hand, the messages residing in local places and the ones deliver
ed by the process to output places must be produced within the 
process or, equivalently, the circles representing such messages 
cannot be initial. □

The bipartite graph in fig. 3 can be regarded as a labelled 
Petri net or, more precisely, as a labelled occurrence net (cf.
[2] for the concept). It is acyclic, has no isolated circles, 
and each its circle has at most one incoming edge and at most 
one outgoing edge. The edges define a partial order of nodes 
which represents the causal order of messages and events.

In general, histories of processes are represented by finite 
labelled occurrence nets without isolated circles, where circles 
represent messages, bars represent events, and the labelling ex-
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tends on circles. The labels of circles represent the contents 
and the positions of the corresponding messages. The initial
messages (i.e., the ones which are minimal with respect to the
causal order) must be in positions which are input places. On the 
other hand, the messages the positions of which are not speci
fied (i.e., are equal to ?) cannot be initial.

Each particular history of a process is a finite initial 
segment of a particular run of this process with particular mes
sages and events. It realizes a certain pattern of behaviour 
called a scenario, where'a scenario is defined as an isomorphism 
class of labelled occurrence nets representing histories with 
respect to graph isomorphisms preserving the types of nodes and 
the labelling of circles.

There exists a natural partial order of histories which re
flects the fact that some histories are initial segments of some 
others, where an initial segment, called also a prefix, is sup
posed to contain all messages produced by its events. To this 
order there corresponds a partial order of scenarios which ref
lects the fact that some scenarios are prefixes of some others.

A process is represented by the set of scenarios realized 
by its possible histories. This set is partially ordered by the 
partial order of scenarios. It is prefix-closed in the sense that 
together with a scenario it contains also all the prefixes of 
this scenario.

Example 3. The process in example 1 can be represented by the 
partially ordered set of its scenarios as shown in fig. 4 (the 
order of scenarios is indicated by dotted lines). o

During a particular run of a process a directed set of 
scenarios of this process is realized, each scenario in this set 
being possibly a prefix of a "longer" scenario. This corresponds 
to the fact that the set of events which have been executed may 
be augmented by new events. Note that new events may consume only 
such messages which have not been consumed yet by the events 
which have been executed earlier.

Which directed set of scenarios is realized by a process 
under observation may be indeterministic, where the type of in
determinism depends on the process.
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(D,B)(0,A)

(the empty scenario)

The p. o. set of scenarios of CHANNEL



The concepts which have been described can be formalized as 
follows.

Let contents be a nonempty set of possible contents of mes
sages and places a nonempty set of possible places in which mes
sages can reside such that the question mark (?) does not belong 
to places.

Given a binary relation RcUxV, let uRv stand for (u,v)£R, 
let AR and RB denote the sets {v€V» uRv for some u£a } and 
{u£U: uRv for some v £B}, respectively, and let{u}R and R{v} be 
written as uR and Rv, respectively.

Definition 1. A history is

h=(X^,Yh,Fhicontenth,position^) 

where s
(1) Xh and Yh are finite disjoint sets of messages and events, 

respectively,

(2) Fh^XhxYhUYh>:Xh is a binary relation in called the 
causal dependency relation,

(3) the reflexive and transitive closure of F^ is a partial 
order <h called the causal order,

(4) for every xCX^ there exists at most one y£Yh such that yFhx
and at most one z£Yh such that xF^z,

(5) for every xexjj there exists y€Yh such that yFhx or 
such that xF^z,

(6) content^ : Xfa -• contents is a mapping called the content 
function,

(7) position^; -♦ £lacesu{?} is a mapping, called the
position function, such that position^(x) w h e n e v e r  x is
minimal with respect to the causal order.

Each mtplaces such that m=posltlon^(x) for some xCXjj (some non- 
raaximal xEX^, some nonminimal xEX^) are called ports (resp.: 
input ports, output ports). The set of ports (input ports, out
put ports) is denoted ports^ (resp.: inports^, outports^). If X^ 
and Y^ are empty then h is called the empty history and denoted 
empty. o

r  il -
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A motivation of this definition has been given earlier (cf. 
example 2).

Conditions (1) and (2) say that (Xh'Yh,Fĥ  :i's a Petri
net or, equivalently, a finite bipartite directed graph whose set 
of nodes is partitioned into two subsets: a subset of circles, 
and a subset of bars, each edge (UjVjeF^ connecting only nodes 
of different types. Due to conditions (3) and (4) this net is pin 
occurrence net (it is acyclic and each circle has at most one in
coming edge and at most one outgoing edge). Condition (5) says 
that the net does not contain isolated circles. Conditions (6) 
and (7) give a labelling of circles by the contents and the posi
tions of the represented messages such that the position of each 
initial (minimal) message is an input port.

Conditions (1) - (4) imply the following property of histo
ries.

Proposition 1. If for two different events y,z£Y^ there exists a 
message x6<FhyUyFh>n(F^zUzF^) then either xeyF^flF^z or 
xeF^yOzF^. □

Put in another way, if one of two different events produces 
a message then the other may only consume it and vice versa.
Definition 2. A prefix of a history h is any history 

g=(Xg,Y^,F^,content^,position^) 

such that:
(1) g is the restriction of h to an initial segment of

(XjjV ' i’® "  * 9ui;>8et u5XhUYh such that u<hv
and vCU implies u€U,

/ (2) y£Yg and yl^x implies xex^.
That g is a prefix of h is written as g<h. □

Condition (1) says that h is an extension of g. Condition
(2) says that the messages produced by the events of h belonging 
to g also belong to g. Consequently, due to condition (4) of 
definition 1, g is extended to h by adding only such events which 
consume messages that are represented by maximal elements of g
or are not represented in g.



The following three facts are direct consequences of the 
definitions.

Proposition 2. If a history g is a proper prefix of a history h, 
i.e., if g<h and g^h, then h contains more events than g. o

Proposition 3. The empty history is a prefix of all histories. 

Proposition 4. The relation < is a partial order. a

Definition 3. An isomorphism from a history g to a history h is
a bisection b: X US -* X. UY. such that:- g g n n
(1) b(Xg)=Xh and b(Yg)=Yh,

(2) uF v iff b(u)F.b(v),g n
(3)- content^ (x) =content^ (b (x)) ,

(4) position^(x)=posltion^(b(x)).

If such an isomorphism exists then g and h are said to be 
isomorphic. □

Conditions (1) and (2) say that b is an isomorphism of the 
underlying nets, i.e., a graph isomorphism which preserves the 
types of nodes. Conditions (3) and (4) say that also the label
ling of circles is preserved.

Definition 4. A scenario is an isomorphism class H of histories 
The members of H are called instances of H. All such instances 
have the same set of ports (input ports, output ports) denoted 
portsu (resp.: inports ,̂ outports^). The scenario whose (and the 
only) instance is the empty history is called the empty scenario 
and denoted o a

Definition 5. A prefix of a scenario H is any scenario G such 
that each instance g of G is a prefix of an instance h of H.
That G is a prefix of H is written as GcH. o

Proposition 5. The empty scenario is a prefix of all scenarios.

Proof: Obvious. a
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Proposition 6. The relation c is a partial order.
( À  -

Proof: It is obvious that c is reflexive and transitive. Sup
pose that GcH and HcG. Then there exist histories g€G, h£H, f£G 
such that g<h<f and g and f are isomorphic. Since g and f are 
isomorphic, they must contain the same number of events. So g 
cannot be a proper prefix of h and h cannot be a proper prefix 
of f. Consequently, g=h=f and thus H=G. □

Definition 6. A process is a nonempty set P of scenarios such 
that HE.P and GçH implies G£P, or briefly a nonempty prefix-closed 
set of scenarios. The unions over all Hep of ports^, inportsn , 
and outportSjj, are denoted respectively £ortsp, inports ,̂ and 
outportSp, and called respectively the set of ports, the set of 
input ports, and the set of output ports of P. The process con
taining only the empty scenario □ is denoted Nil. □

This definition reflects the fact that all what has happened 
up to a certain stage of process development is a realization of 
a scenario, and that during the realization of this scenario also 
all its prefixes are realized.

3. OPERATIONS ON PROCESSES

With the concept of a process as described in section 2 it 
is possible to introduce operations on processes. In particular, 
it is possible to introduce operations similar to those in [7] 
with shared places playing the role of ports.
Example 4. Consider a process similar to CHANNEL in example 1, 
but such that the received symbols can be enqueued in (and emit
ted from) any of a number of queues residing in a nonlocal place 
L. This process, denoted PRECHANNEL, has input places A, B, C,
E, L, and output places A, C, D, L, as shown in fig, 5, and it 
has not any local place. Its scénarios are illustrated in fig. 6. 
Some of them refer to a single queue created and next residing 
all the time in L, and they are essentially as in the case of 
CHANNEL (cf. fig. 4). Some others may contain independent events 
referring to separate queues which may appear in L and disappear.

Process CHANNEL can be regarded as the result of internali
zation of the nonlocal place L in PRECHANNEL:
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, Ł 
Fig. 5

Q < S ' L >

0(s,E)

(ta,L) ( 1, A)

Ó
(a,B) (0,A) (t,L)

(0,C) (u,L) (a, D)

W
(1,C) (au,L)

The p. o. set of scenarios of PRECHANNEL

Fig. 6
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CHANNEL = [internal L] PRECHANNEL .
The internalization of L makes L inaccessible for the environment 
and thus it selects from among the scenarios of PRECHANNEL only 
such ones in which all the messages appearing in L are produced 
within the process. All the other scenarios, i.e., such ones in 
which some messages appearing in L are initial, are excluded.
For instance, all the scenario^ which begin with enqueueing or 
emitting a symbol, and thus require the presence of a queue in L 
at the beginning, must be excluded. □

Example 5. The process in the previous example can be regarded 
as a composition of two processes sharing place L: one, denoted 
TRANSFER, with input place E, output place L, and scenarios as 
in fig. 7, and another, denoted Q, with input places A, B, C> L, 
output places A, C, D, L, and scenarios as in fig. 8. This is 
represented graphically as in fig. 9 and written as:

f .***
PRECHANNEL = TRANSFER || Q .

The operation of composing processes combines two processes which 
co-operate by passing one to another messages into one process.
Each message which is exchanged is represented in the respective 
scenarios of the components and its representation in one scenario 
is identified with the representation in the other. More formally, 
the operation of composing processes unifies pairs of compatible 
scenarios of the components into scenarios of the resulting pro
cess. The unification consists in identifying some final messages 
of one scenario with initial messages of the other and conversely. 
The compatibility means that the resulting structure is a scenario. 
The unification of a pair of compatible scenarios of TRANSFER and 
U is illustrated in fig. 10. □
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A scenario of the composition of TRANSFER and Q 

Fig. 10

Example 6. Process TRANSFER in example 5 can be regarded as a sum 
of a family of processes. In this concrete, case the family con
sists of processes T(s), where each T(s) is a process with the 
two scenarios shown in fig. 11 and s is a string over the con
sidered alphabet. In general, the sum of a family of processes 
is a process whose set of 'scenarios consists <5f scenarios of com
ponents . □

Q  (S/L)

O(s,E)

I
I
I

■ □
■ . ■ .-■• 1 ' i . :>

Pig.11

Example 7. Process Q in example 5 is a solution of the following 
fixed-pc nt equation:
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where P is the sum of all possible processes CONCATENATE(s,b) with 
scenarios as in fig. 12, s being a string, and b being a symbol, 
and of all possible processes FIRSTFROM(t) with scenarios as in 
fig. 13 and t being a nonempty string. It can be defined as the 
sum of processes Nil, P, PllP, (P II P) l| P, ... . The scenarios of P 
consist of single events (of enqueueing or emitting a symbol). 
Those of P II P are obtained by unifying pairs of compatible 
single-event scenarios of P, etc. Thus one obtains scenarios con
sisting /of arbitrary finite numbers of events of enqueueing 
symbols or emitting them. The events may be concurrent (if they 
refer to different queues) or must follow in some order (if they 
refer to the same queue). This is illustrated in fig. 14. o

I
I□

Fig. 12

Example 8. Imagine a process M with input places k,m,... and 
output places m,n,-̂ ... . The replacement of m and n by A and B, 
respectively, in the labels of messages represented in scenarios 
of this process leads to a process M1, denoted [ -{(m,A) , (n,B) j-]M. 
The resulting process has input places k,A,... and output places 
A,B,... . Similarly, the replacement of k and m by D and C, res
pectively, leads to a process M2=[{(k,D),(m,C)}]M with input 
places C,D,... and output places C,n,... . Processes M1 and M2 
can be composed with CHANNEL as shown in fig. 15. Then A,B,C,D 
can be internalized, which leads to a process N consisting of 
the two processes Ml and M2 connected by CHANNEL as in the data 
flow model. CHANNEL'plays here the role of a FIFO channel from 
M1 to M2. o
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Fig. 13

Fig. 14
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n

Fig. 15

Example 9. Each of the processes T(s) in example 6 is a one-event . 
process without local places. It has two scenarios: the empty 
scenario and a scenario containing exactly one event. Such a pro
cess is atomic in the sense that it cannot be obtained by apply
ing operations illustrated in previous examples to simpler pro
cesses. One can combine T(s) and the process Q of example 5 into 
a propep? T(b),0 by prefixing T(|) tp Q, Jh* ^tended meaning of 
T(s) .y thp component J'j») produces messages for the com
ponent Q but not conversely. Prooeas T(s).Q looks like PRECHANNEL 
in fig. 6, but it has less scenarios. Namely, PRECHANNEL contains 
all possible scenarios of transforming a message (t,E) into a mes
sage (t,L), whereas T(s).Q contains'only one, namely with t=s.
In general, any atomic process e can be prefixed to any process 
P meaning that the resulting process e.P consists of e and P, 
where e produces messages for P. a

Examples 4 - 9  illustrate the following operations on 
processes:
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- composition (of pairs of processes),
- summation (of families of processes),
- replacement (of nonlocal places in a process),
- internalization (of nonlocal places in a process),
- prefixing (an atomic process to a process).
These operations are similar to ones of CCS (the Calculus 

of Communicating Systems) as described in [7], Nonlocal (input 
and output) places of processes play the role of ports. The re
placement of nonlocal places corresponds to renaming of ports.
The prefixing of an atomic process to a process corresponds to 
prefixing an action to a process.

Formal definitions of the operations are as follows.
Let processes denote the set of all processes with the con

tents of messages in contents and the positions of messages in 
£lacesU{?}. In this set there exists a partial order, namely the 
one defined by the containment of the respective prefix-closed 
sets of scenarios. 1

Definition 7. A subprocess of a process P is any process Q such 
that Oc-P. a

The following facts are direct consequences of the defini
tion.

Proposition 7. The relation c is a partial order of processes. □

Proposition 8. Every nonempty family (P(i):i€I) of processes has 
the greatest lower bound in processes, namely the intersection 
n(P(i):iei). a

Proposition 9. The empty set of processes has the least upper 
bound in processes, namely the process Nil. □

Proposition 10. Every nonempty family (P(i):i£I) of processes 
has the least upper bound in processes, namely the union 
U(P(i):i€I). o

Proposition 11. In processes there exists the least upper bound 
of the set of all processes, namely the process consisting of all 
poss-i' scenarios, denoted Chaos. o
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Proposition 12. The empty set of processes has the greatest lower 
bound in processes, namely the process Chaos. q

These facts can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 1. The partially ordered set of processes is a complete 
lattice with the bottom element Nil and the top element Chaos, o

The sum of a family of processes (cf. example 6) is thought 
as a process which develops as an anonymous member of the family,
i.e., as a process the only specification of which is that it 
belongs to the given family of processes.

Formally, the sum of a family of processes is defined as the 
least upper bound of the family in the partially ordered set of 
all processes, or the union of the family.

Other operations on processes are defined on the basis of 
several simple concepts and facts.

The composition of processes (cf. example 5) is defined as 
follows.

Definition 8. A scenario H is said to consist of scenarios A and 
B iff there exist histories h£H, a£A, b£B such that:

(1) yanYb = FanFb = 0'
(2) Xh=XaUV  Yh=yaUYb' and Fh=FaUFb'
(3) if x€X nx, then content, (x)=content (x)=content. (x) anda d   n ---------a ---------b

position^(x)=positiona (x)=position^(x). o
In other words, H is a sort of union of A and B such that A 

and B may have only such common elements which represent messages. 
Note that H is supposed to be a scenario. This implies that the 
possible common elements of A and B must be maximal in A and
minimal in B, or maximal in B and minimal in A, and that the
union of A and B cannot contain any cycle.

The relation "to consist.of" has the following properties.

Proposition 13. If H consists of A and B then each prefix of H
consists of some prefixes of A and B.
Proof: Let H consist of A and B with some h€H, a£A, bCB satisfy
ing the respective conditions, and G be a prefix of H with g€G 
such that g<h. Then the restrictions of a£A and b£B to g are
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respectively prefixes of a£A and b€B and the conditions of defi
nition 8 are satisfied for g and such prefixes. a

Proposition 14. If H consists of A and B then it consists of B .. 
and A.
Proof : Obvious. □

Proposition 15. If H consists of A and B and B consists of C and 
D then there exists E such that E consists of A and C and H con
sists of E and D.
Proof: Let H consists of A and B with some h€H, a€A, bCB satisfy
ing the required conditions. Similarly, let B consists of C and 
D with some b'CB, c€C, d€D. Suppose also that c and d are chosen
such that b'=b. Then X nx nx. =* 0 and thus X fix , X OX,, X fix,a c d a c  a d ' c d
are mutually disjoint. This implies that

e= (XjUXc, Y3U.Yc , F^UF _, content^ I X^UX^., position^ I XaUXc )

is an instance of a scenario E which consists of A and C, and 
that H consists of E and D. □

Proposition 16. Given two processes P and Q, the set of all 
scenarios H such that H consists of a scenario A€P and a scenario 
B£Q is a process R.
Proof: From proposition 13. o

Definition 9 . Let P and Q be any two processes and let R be the 
process as in proposition 16. Then R is called the composition 
of P and Q and it is denoted p IIq . a

Proposition 17. The composition of processes is commutative, 
associative, and has a neutral element, namely the process Nil.
Proof: The commutativity follows from proposition 14. The 
associativity follows from proposition 15. The equality P=P||Nil 
follows from the fact that each scenario H consists of H and 
the empty scenario. □

Proposition 18. Q || U (P ( i) : i€I) = U (OilP( i) : i€I) for every process 
Q and every nonempty family (P(i):i£I) of processes.
Proofi ,rom the definition. a
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The replacements of nonlocal places in processes (cf. 
example 8) are defined as follows.

Definition 10. Let Sgplacesxplaces be a partial function called 
a replacement. The result of replacement S in a scenario H is the 
scenario G, denoted [S]H, such that g£G iff there exists h£H 
satisfying :

The result of replacement S in a process P is the process, 
denoted[S]P, which consists of the results of replacement S in

It is obvious that the result of replacement S in a scenario 
H always- exists and is defined uniquely by S and El. It is also 
obvious that the set of results of replacement S in the scenarios 
of a process is a process too.

The replacements enjoy the following properties which arc 
direct consequences of the definition. <

Proposition 19. [T]([S]P) = [SoT]p, where So T denotes the 
superposition of S and T, i.e., SoT(m)=T(S(m)). □

Proposition 20. [S]P=P whenever S(m) is not defined for every
mCportSp. o

Proposition 21. [S](U(P(i):i£I) = U ([S]P(i):i£I). □

Proposition 22. [S](P||Q) = ([S]P) || ([S]Q) whenever S is one-to-
one in portSp fl portSg and S(gortsp (1 ports^) contains only such 
places m of portSp U portSq for which S(m) is defined. o

The internalization of nonlocal places in a process (cf. 
example 4) is defined as follows.

Definition 11. Let M be a set of places. The set M is said to be 
internalizable in a scenario H iff the positions of minimal 
elements of (instances of) H do not belong to M. Given a s'cenario 
H such that M is internalizable in H, the result of internaliza
tion of M in H is the scenario G, denoted [internal M]H, such

S(m) if position^ (x) =ta and S(m) is defined 
position^(x) otherwise.

the scenarioâ of P. D
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that gfcG iff there exists h€H satisfying:

(1) (Xg,Yg,Fg,contentg) = <Xh ,Yh,Fh,contenth),
f ? if position^(x)£M

(2) position^(x) - | Eositionh (x) otherwise.

The result of internalization of M in a process P is the process, 
denoted [internal M]P, which-consists of the results of interna
lization of M in all the scenarios of P in which M is internali- 
zable. □

It is obvious that the result of internalization of M in a 
scenario H such that M is internalizable in H always -exists and 
is defined uniquely by M and H. It is also obvious that the set 
of existing results of internalization of M in the scenarios of 
a process is a process too.

The internalization has the following properties which follow 
directly from the definition.

Proposition 23. [internal M]([internal N]P)=Linternal MUN]P. □

Proposition ¿4. [internal M]P = P whenever MDportSp = 0. o

Proposition 25. {internal M](U(P(i):iCI)) =
U ([Internal M]P(i):i€I). □

Proposition 26. [ internal M] (P II Q) = ([ internal MjP) || ([ internal
M]U) whenever M is disjoint with portSpPportSQ. □

Proposition 27. [internal M]([S]P) = [S]([internal M]P) whenever
M is disjoint with the domain and range of S. o

The operation of prefixing an atomic process to a process
(cf. example 9) is defined as follows.

Proposition 28. If P is a process without local places which 
contains exactly one nonempty scenario (such a scenario must 
contain exactly one event) then Qcp implies Q=Nil or Q=P,
P=U||R irolies that one of the processes Q,R is Nil and the other 
is P, i iCi P= [ internal M]Q implies Q=P and MOports. ---0.

1
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Proof: Straightforward. o

Definition 12. A process P as in proposition 28 is said to be 
atomic and it is called an atom. □

Definition 13. A process Q is said to be the result of prefixing 
an atom e to a process P, and it is denoted e.P, iff it consists
of scenarios H such that, for every instance h6H there exist:
an instance b of the only nonempty scenario of e and an instance
g of -a scenario of P such that:

(1)' Yb n Yg = Fb n Fg = 0,

(2) V Xb U Xg' Yh=Yb U V  3nd Fh=Fb U Fg'
(3) if x£Xb n Xg then x is maximal in and minimal

in (X ,̂  ) and content, (x)=content, (x)»content (x) andg 'g ------- n  b ------- g
positionh (x)»position^(x)=positiong(x). o
It is obvious that e.P is a process and that it is defined 

uniquely by e and P. Moreover, it follows from the definition 
that the operation of prefixing has the following properties.

Proposition 29. e.P=e II P whenever e is an atom such that 
inports^ outportsp»#. a

Proposition 30. d.(e.P)=e.(d.P) whenever d and e are atoms’such 
that ports^nports^=0. a

Proposition 31. e.(U(P(i):i£I))=U(e.P(i):i£I) for every atom e 
and every nonempty family (P(i):i€I) of processes. o

Proposition 32. e.([S]P)=[S](e.P) whenever e is an atom such that 
ports^ is disjoint with the domain and range of S. o

Proposition 33. e .([internal M]P)=[internal M](e.P) whenever 
ports^•is disjoint with M. o

The introduced operations can be used to define processes by 
fixed-point equations (cf. example 7). Solutions of such equations 
exist and can be found due to the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The complete lattice of processes together with the 
operations' II, [S] (where Sep laces »places are replacements),
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[internal M] (where Mgplaces are sets of places), and e. (where 
e are atoms), as described above, is a continuous algebra (called 
the algebra of processes), i.e., all the operations preserve least 
upper bounds. In particular, each derived operation f: processes11 
-* processes11 has the least fixed point P which is given by the 
formula:

P =  Utf^Nil0) ; i=0,1,2,...) .

Proof: From theorem 1 and the stated properties of the operations.
□

4. COMMENTS

One of the main features of the presented approach is that 
processes are represented not only in terms of events but also in 
ti»rms of data. The internal behaviours of processes are represent
ed by specifying how data are consumed and ,produced by events.
The communication of processes is represented by identifying some 
of the data one process produces and delivers to a place with 
some of the data another process takes up from this place and 
consumes. There is no concept of joint execution of events by 
processes. Each event is regarded to be executed by a single 
process. Other processes (one or more) can only make the execu
tion possible by delivering suitable data.

Since the approach offers a mathematical description of 
processes, it can be applied not only to specify processes but 
also to prove their properties. An idea of such a proof is 
illustrated by the following^ example.

Example 10. Suppose that one wants to prove that CHANNEL as in 
examples 1 and 3 which starts with an empty queue emits symbols 
in the order it absorbs them. Then the proof may lie carried out 
as follows.

Let G be any scenario of CHANNEL which contains at least 
one event. Since CHANNEL=[internal L]PRECHANNEL, there exist: ' 
a scenario H of PRECHANNEL and histories g£G, h£H such that:

<XC-Yg,Fg,contentg) = (x^, , content^ ,



{? if position,, (x) *Lposition^(x) otherwise,

and position^(x)¿L for minimal x£Xh . Since PRECHANNEL=TRANSFERHq , 
where Q is the least solution of the equation Q=Q||P with P stand
ing for the sum of all processes CONCATENATE(s,b) and FIRSTFROM(t) 
Yh consists of one event u of TRANSFER and disjoint sets V and W 
of events of processes CONCATENATE(s,t) and processes FIRSTFROM(t) 
respectively. Since L is a local place of CHANNEL, each event 
y£VUW must consume a string which is produced and delivered to L 
by another event of VOW or by u. Thus the events of Y^ must 
constitute a chain

u<hy 1*h*‘^ h yk 

such that y 1,...,yk€VUW, and

x0FhU' uFhX 1' x 1Fhy1' y1FhX2'-"'xkFh V  ykFhxk+1
for some x(),x1... ,xk,x^+1 such that position^ (xQ) =E and 
position^(x1)=..■»position^(x]c,1)=L.

Now, if a symbol c is emitted after a symbol b then there 
must be events y^ and y^ which produce b and c, respectively, 
such that i<j. However, due to the mechanism of enqueueing 
absorbed symbols, this is possible only if the event of enqueue
ing b precedes the event of enqueueing c. Thus b must be absorbed 
before c. □

The proof in the example is carried out by formulating the 
required property as a property of possible scenarios and by 
deriving it from the way of building the process of its compo
nents. However, in more complicated cases more invention may be 
necessary. In general, the approach gives only a potential possi
bility to formulate and prove properties of processes, not a 
formal proof system.

The algebra of processes is related to other works of this
type.

Tn the algebra of processes one can modell CCS (the CalcuLus 
of Communicating Systems of Milner as in [7]). Accepting a value 
c from an input port m can be modelled by an event taking up froa 
m and consuming a message with content c. Delivering a value c
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to an output port m can be modelled by an event producing a mes
sage with the content c arid delivering it to m. The operations 
of CCS can be modelled by the corresponding operations of the 
algebra.

The algebra of processes is more powerful than CCS in the 
sense that events of processes may transform data produced by 
more than one process into data consumed by more than one process. 
Due to the explicit representation of the potential flows of data 
in a process it is also possible to adequately exhibit the inter
action of a process with a distributed environment.

The algebra of processes may serve as a model for CSP (the 
Communicating Sequential Processes as introduced by Hoare 13]).

The communication instructions of CSP can be modelled as 
follows.

With each pair (P,Q) of processes of a collection (including 
the environment of the collection) one can associate two places 
m(P,U) and n(P,Q).’ A receive instruction Q?x'in a process P, 
where x is a variable, can be modelled by an event consuming a 
message from m(P,Q), assigning its content to x, producing an 
acknowledgment in n(P,Q), and changing properly the program 
counter of P. A send instruction Pit in a process Q, where t is 
a term, can be modelled by two events: one producing a message 
with the value of t in m(P,Q) and changing the program counter 
of Q to an intermediate position wait(P,Q), and another consuming 
the acknowledgment from n(P,Q) and changing the program counter 
of Q from wait(P,Q) to the position which follows the instruc
tion.

Other instructions of processes can be modelled in a similar 
way. Thus one can modell sequential processes of a given collec
tion. A model of entire collection can be obtained by composing 
the models of the components and internalizing all introduced 
places m(P,Q) and n(P,Q). Of course, such a model is nontrivial 
(different from Nil) only if in the collection there exist 
processes communicating with the environment. Each process must 
also contain an event initiating its program counter.

The communication mechanisms of the algebra of processes 
are more general than those of CSP. Moreover, the communicating 
process need not be sequential.
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The algebra of processes has means of modelling data flow 
sytems as in t9]. The idea of modelling has been sketched in 
example 8 in section 3.

Observe that channels, which are primitives of the data flow 
approach, are modelled as processes with the aid of primitives of 
lower level, namely shared places. The latters are more powerful 
in the sense that they allow one to modell the possible 
indeterminism of communication.

The algebra of processes leads to a new insight into Petri 
nets. Messages can be regarded as individual tokens bearing some 
information, or individual coloured tokens. Processes can be 
regarded as transitions with the capability of memorizing infor
mation and individual firing rules. This leads to a new type of 
Petri nets. An important property of such nets is that they are 
modular in the sense that also complex nets can be regarded as 
transitions. Other properties may follow from a potential use of 
the contents of messages. No limitations have been imposed on the 
content of a message. So a message can be regarded as a record of 
any complexity, a data structure-, or even a program. This suggests 
possible applications to define semantics of programming languages 
for distributed systems.
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